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ABSTRACT 
 

Multi resolution Algorithm and Fuzzy logic have been playing important roles in solving many problems in pattern 

recognition & image processing. This project presents a hybrid approach of multi resolution and Fuzzy logic that is 

used to combine extracted features from intensity and range images. Multi resolution algorithm of wavelet 

transform is used to help construct the membership functions that are necessary to classify the strength of existence 

of image’s features through fuzzy logic. Since range and intensity images provide different types of sensory 

modality, fusing the extracted features from these images reveal more accurate information about the scene. The 

extracted features are combined to generate a segmented image of the scene. 

This application effectively uses the LabVIEW based image processing system for the texture classification, 

extraction, segmentation and determining the membership of the fuzzy logic using multi resolution wavelet analysis. 
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1. Introduction  

Picture division assumes the essential part in picture handling, PC vision, design acknowledgment and furthermore 

including various regions. Surface is characterized as the redundancy of some picture components; it assumes an 

imperative part in low level picture investigation and comprehension. Its application run has been appeared in 

different zones, for example, investigation of remote detecting pictures, mechanical mechanization, therapeutic 

pictures, and substance based pictures. Division of finished pictures has for quite some time been a huge and urgent 

theme in picture handling. Surface division by and large involves the mix of surface highlights extraction with 

fitting division.  

The most conventional element extraction procedures utilized for surface division are Markov arbitrary fields, split 

and consolidation, locale developing, Gabor channels and bunching. Because of its multi-determination property, 

many learning have been refined using wavelets in surface division which gives potential outcomes. Be that as it 

may, the majority of the surface division calculations at introduction hand still require for the huge number of 

surfaces to be bless with. Thus it is tricky for specific application, for example, content based recovery of 

workmanship and exhibition hall pictures, where division is to be done on a few thousand pictures. It is along these 

lines inept to create number of surfaces to be physically accommodated every single such picture. Pictures of 

genuine question don't uncover locales of uniform powers. We propose a plan to fragment surface picture by fluffy 

run and multi determination. 
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2.FUZZY C MEANS CLUSTERING 

THE ALGORITHM 

FUZZY c implies (FCM) is a technique for grouping which enable one bit of information to have a place with at 

least two bunches. This strategy is regularly utilized in design acknowledgment. It depends on minimization of the 

accompanying target work: 

                       

Where m is any genuine number more noteworthy than 1, uij is the level of participation of xi in the group j, , xi is 

the ith of d-dimensional estimated information, cj is the d-measurement focal point of the bunch, and ||*|| is any 

standard communicating the comparability between any deliberate information and the middle.  

FUZZY dividing is helped out through an iterative improvement of the target work appeared above, with the refresh  

of participation uij and the bunch focuses cj by:     ,      

This iteration will stop when , where  is an end model somewhere in the range of 0 

and 1, though k is the emphasis steps. This methodology meets to a neighborhood least or a seat purpose of Jm.  

The calculation is made out of the accompanying advances: 

 

1. Initialize U=[uij] matrix, U
(0)

 

2. At k-step: calculate the centres vectors C
(k)

=[cj] with U
(k) 

 

 

3. Update U
(k)

 , U
(k+1) 

 

 

4. If || U
(k+1)

 - U
(k)

||<  then STOP; otherwise return to step 2. 
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As of now told, information are bound to each bunch by methods for a participation work, which speaks to the fluffy 

conduct of this calculation. To do that, we just need to manufacture a suitable network names U whose variables are 

numbers somewhere in the range of 0 and 1, and speak to the level of enrolment amongst information and focuses of 

bunches. 

 

3. TEXTURE SEGMENTATION 

Surface division is a standout amongst the most essential advances prompting the investigation of handled picture 

information, the fundamental point is to separate a picture into parts like protests and foundation etc.Based on the 

distinguishing areas with basic property ordered into two classes.  

1) Merging calculation: In this locale are thought about and combined if there have same or close property .  

2) Splitting calculation: on – uniform district are broken into littler zones now which perhaps uniform.  

Above calculation can be utilized together that is called as part and consolidating. In view of the property and 

application ,the locale ought to be part , or two districts combined .The area property are mostly 

brightness,texture,color and so forth .Uniformity are chiefly on the deliberate property like standard deviation or 

difference.  

The area must fulfil the conditions 

  H(Ri)=TRUE   i=1,2,3.........S        

  H(RiURj)=FALSE  i≠j   Ri  adjacent to Rj    

 

Where S is the aggregate number of locales in a picture and H(Ri) is a twofold homogeneity assessment of the 

district . Coming about areas must be both homogeneous and maximal, that homogeneity foundation would not be 

valid in the wake of blending a district with any of contiguous locale we have three methodologies that are locale 

consolidating, Region part and split and union.  

District Merging :In the given picture information every pixel speaks to a solitary locale. In this condition 2 does 

not fulfil , so the district will be converged as long as the condition 1 fulfil. Calculation for locale consolidating  

1)Segment the locales into numerous little areas fulfilling condition eqn-1  

2)Define a standards for consolidating two contiguous locales  

3) Merge every single neighboring district fulfilling the combining rules  

The area combined relies upon the request in which district are blended (first locale can be consolidated 

consecutively into bigger areas by fulfilling the conditions 1 and 2).  

The least difficult strategy being blending the division utilizing areas of 2x2,4x4,or 8x8 pixels. Typically locale 

portrayal is contrasted and the delineation of a nearby district, on the off chance that they coordinate they are 

converged into a bigger area and another district delineation is figured. If not district is conceal as non-coordinating 

.Merging every adjoining locale nonstop between all neighbors, included recently framed ones. In the event that an 

area cannot be blended further at that point set apart as last , the district consolidating stops.  

Generally Region blending takes after two principle rules  

1)Two nearby areas are blended if a huge piece of their normal limit comprises of frail edges.  

2 

1 
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2)Two nearby locales are additionally blended if a critical piece of their basic limit comprises of feeble edges, yet 

for this situation not considering the aggregate length of the area outskirts 

Region Splitting:IT is inverse of area consolidating it starts an under segmented picture which does not fulfil 

condition eq-1.Therfore the current picture districts are successively part to fulfil conditions eq-1 and 2.The locale 

blending and part are not double if a similar homogeneity criteria are utilized  

Part and Merging :A mix of part and consolidating approaches work utilizing pyramid picture portrayals.  

1)Define an underlying division into districts a homogeneity model ,and a pyramid information structures  

2)If any district R in the pyramid information structures isn't homogenous part it into four tyke – locales, if any four 

areas with same guardians can be converged into a solitary homogeneous locale, consolidate them. In the event that 

no area can be part or union , go to stage 3  

3)If any two adjoining districts Ri ,Rj (regardless of whether they are in various pyramid levels or don't have a 

similar parent) can be converged into a homogeneous region, merge them.  

4)Merge little locales with the most comparable contiguous area in the event that it important to evacuate. 

 

 

3. Block diagram of texture segmentation 

 
Description: 

 Image processing is possible only in 2D in labview usually image in 2D is form of array function row and column 

that is x,y.An image is converted to an array  in the  form of 2x row size i.e.,2x2 means it contains two rows and first 

row contains all green and second row is of blue combined and form an array then transpose row to column to get 

each and every pixels contain green and blue. First row 2D array green and blue passing the values into shift register 

,single right side shift register holds the data that is available for the next iteration value. similar till the N iteration 

same process  2D array x  n-rows  at the end of the iteration green and blue values comes under the C-means 

algorithm i.e. green and blue fuzzy clusters(cluster the pixel values).Next the fuzzy C mean contains M num of 

classes which represent segmentation of the image According to the given image the  background and object from 

this we get the label values only and then converted into array then transpose the array for 2D we have now  two 

labels means two classes first class is background second class is object ,then it is converted  into 1D array the 

function takes only first row ,that converted into image after masking the image will be getting the original image 

object only because after masking the background value will be zero same process for the second row(get only 
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background from the original image). Image segmentation procedure using multi-resolution analysis, as shown 

below schematic diagram, it consists of two steps: feature extraction and clustering process. 

 

Fig: Image-segmentation procedure using multi-resolution 

To begin with, we remove a window-estimate picture from the information picture. Amid the primary stage, an 

extricated window-measure picture is deteriorated into four sub pictures utilizing bank of channels. A while later 

apply a factual parameter as the textural measure to each sub picture. In the event that the textural measure of a sub 

picture is more prominent than others, we proceed with the decay of the picture since it contains more data. Rehash 

this procedure until the point that the insignificant size of the sub picture has surpassed. Here the littlest size of the 

sub picture ought not be under 8X8 pixels. On the off chance that they have thin size an extremely tight size, the 

area and esteem may shift generally. Next, move the window picture one pixel, and play out the deterioration 

procedure again and rehash these means persistently to cover the entire picture. This stage results in an arrangement 

of highlight pictures that contains an arrangement of a component vectors. These element vectors compares to 

various determination of disintegrated picture. In the second stage all the info pixels of the component pictures 

characterized in view of their vector esteems by utilizing k-implies bunching calculation, this second stage will 

result in a sectioned picture.     
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Fig: channel decomposition   

  The above figure shows channel decomposition and it is applied to the low frequency channels recursively. Instead, 

it can be applied to any other frequency channel. 

 

DB02 WAVELET: 

       Flags ordinarily contains both low recurrence parts and high recurrence segments. Low recurrence segments 

change gradually with time and require fine recurrence determination however coarse time determination. High 

recurrence parts differ rapidly with time and required fine time determination however coarse recurrence 

determination. You have to utilize a multi determination analysis(MRA) strategy to dissect a flag that contain both 

low recurrence and high recurrence part. Wavelet flag preparing is normally a MRA technique as a result of the 

enlargement procedure. 
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4.LABVIEW BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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5.Results: 

 

Fig:LabVIEW Front panel view of segmented image for background. 

 

Fig: LabVIEW Front panel view of segmented image for object. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS  

Implementation of this project is done based on system specification using LabVIEW. This project performs 

hierarchical texture segmentation using fuzzy and multi-resolution frame work. Segmented output color image is 

generated using wavelet packet decomposition by extracting texture features of an original color image. This project 

provides bright feature extraction with wide frequency band spectrum of wavelet coefficients obtained from original 

signal using recursive decomposition. Good results can be obtained for colored texture images using this method. This 

project implies the following: Object shape extraction, Finding Defects in industrial products, Embedded text 

extraction, Edge contour abstraction, Background separations etc.This application effectively uses the LabVIEW 

based image processing system for the texture classification, extraction, segmentation and determining the 

membership of the fuzzy logic using multi resolution wavelet analysis. 
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